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Swampy Cree 
or people of
the Muskeg

Hudson Bay 
James Bay
watersheds











Survived and
flourished
in this land
for thousands
of years….

Western science
terms equals one 
heck of a baseline
study



Our Responsibility



Voice for the land, for those who
cannot speak for themselves
..whose health is reflected in our peop











The land is not well

A fox came towards me slowly and
died at my feet– this is an
example of our indicator

A hide was left in a pond overnight
to soften and fell apart when taken 
out the next morning





Working Together

Collaboration with provincial 
government – they met with 

Elizabeth 5 times and still didn’t 
understand what she was trying to 
share- First Nation technicians are 
critical to effective collaborations



Behavioural changes in the animals
Physical changes (fat, colour, offspring)

Many Changes We Don’t See

•Plants look healthy but are loaded with 
toxins
•Animals eventually return to site but 
the land is not ready to accept them
•Clear Water



Two Systems

governance governments

complement



Remediation

Argued for remote sites to be considered
as agricultural lands and not parkland

Cost more money but our connection to 
land reflects the Western concept of
agricultural lands (note Fed. Program)

1 contaminated site: 4 000 geese harvested
every year and 4 000 no longer harvested 



PCBs, mercury, hydrocarbons

External analysis tells us PCBs don’t move
Elders- Water Moves (groundways, ground, air, …
-found 30 kilometres from site

-External: Acute exposure main concern
-Long term low dose exposure – our vulnerability



Ecological Risk Assessment

The risk to a system as a whole must be considered—
this is the very nature of the study of ecology whose 
definition includes the study of living organisms and 
their relationship to the environment


